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1 Introd uction 
Solid varieties are varieties in which every identity also holds as a hyperidentity; 
that is, every identity of the variety holds not only for the fundamental operations 
of the variety but also for any other choice of terms of the appropriate arities . 
As Schweigert has pointed out in [17], this is equivalent to having the variety 
closed under the usual H, S and P operators plus the additional operator D of 
formation of all derived algebras. A derived algebra is formed from an algebra 
by replacing the fundamental operations by some choice of terms of the algebra 
( of appropriate arity ). 
In this paper, we consider some variations of derived algebras and the corre-
sponding derived varieties. We use these to define two new concepts, semisolidity 
and mutual solidity of varieties, and begin the investigation of their properties. 
In particular, we present a number of examples, based on varieties of semigroups 
and groupoids. An important tool in these examples is the idea of a derivation 
diagram, describing for a particular variety or algebra its derived varieties or alge-
bras. The derivation diagram gives some insight into the ordered set of subclones 
of the clone of a groupoid. One of the motivations of our work is the fact that 
mutual solidity preserves the finite basis property and Mal'cev conditions. and 
gives a way to study the equivalence of varieties of the same type. 
In Section 2 we introduce the basic concepts tobe studied, with definitions of 
mutually solid and semisolid varieties, and derivation diagrams. These definitions 
are given for varieties of arbitrary type, but our examples will all be varieties of 
type <2>. Section 3 presents an investigation of semisolidity and mutual solidity 
for the varieties of bands, with derivation diagrams for all the varieties of regular 
bands. Sections 4 and 5 explore derived algebras of cyclic p-groups, and look at 
two examples of derived groupoids of 3-element groupoids. Finally in Section 6 
we look briefly at the interaction of derived algebras with the theory of types of 
Hobby and McKenzie. 
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2 Basic Concepts 
Let V be a variety, of a fixed type r =< no , n 1 , • •• , n -y, ... >, with fundamental 
operations F =< f 0, J1 , ... , f -y , ... >. Let a =< to , t1, ... , t-y , .. . > be a fixed choice 
of terms of V, with t; having arity n;, i 2 0. For any algebra, A =< A; F > in 
V, the algebra < A; a > is called a deri ved algebra of A ( corresponding to a), 
and will be denoted by du(A). The a-derived variety of V, or the variety derived 
from V using a, is the variety du(V) generated by {du(A) : A E V}. A variety 
du(V) is called a derived variety or a derivative of V. 
An observation that will be useful later is that if S is a set of generators of the 
variety V , then { du(A) : A E S} also generates du(V). lt is well known that it is 
not always the case that du(V) ~ V. A variety V is called solid if every derived 
variety of V is contained in V; that is, when du (V) ~ V for every possible choice 
a of appropriate terms. Solid varieties were defined by Graczynska & Schweigert 
in [10], and solid varieties of semigroups have been studied in [5], [18] . 
We now introduce two variations of the concept of solidity. First , if two 
algebras A and B are each derived algebras of the other, we call them mutually 
derived algebras. If for a particular choice a of terms, ( A; F) and ( A; a) are 
mutually derived for every (A; F) in V , we call a an F-equivalent choice of terms. 
In this case, the derived variety du (V) will be called a mutually derived variety 
of V. 
We will call a variety V mutually solid if every mutually derived variety of V is 
contained in V, and semisolid if every mutually derived variety of any subvariety 
of V is contained in V. 
We may consider the join of all the mutually derived varieties of a given 
variety V. This variety always contains V (since V is trivially mutually derived 
from itself), but may be larger. Then V is mutually solid iff this join variety is 
contained in V, while V is semisolid if this inclusion still holds when the join is 
extended to include all mutually derived varieties of all subvarieties of V . 
lt is clear that solidity implies semisolidity, which in turn implies mutual 
solidity. We will give examples in Section 3 to show that the first implication 
cannot be reversed; for the moment we present an example showing that mutual 
solidity does not imply semisolidity. 
Example 2.1 Let & =<As ,·> be the groupoid defined by the table 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 0 1 2 3 4 
1 l 2 0 3 3 
2 2 0 l 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 3 3 3 3 
Note that · is commutative, has 0 as an identity element, and has 3·a = a·3 = 3 
for all a E As. The operation · is not associative , since (1 · 2) · 4 = 0 · 4 = 4 
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-· 
but 1 · (2 · 4) = 1 · 3 = 3, but it is easily verified that it is associative on the 
subgroupoid {O, 3, 4 }, a fact we shall use later. We shathhow that the variety V 
generated by A5 is mutually solid but not semisolid. 
Lemma 2.2 The variety V generated by As is not semisolid. 
Proof. Consider the variety W generated by the subgroupoid b =<{0, 1, 2}, ·> 
of As , so W ~ V. k has a derived algebra Jb =<{0, 1, 2}, x 8 y = (x · x) · y >. 
from which we may in turn derive b (using x 8 (x 8 y)). That is , W has a 
mutually derived variety U generated by Jb. However, Jb is not commutative, 
so U is not contained in W or V. • 
Lemma 2.3 The variety V generated by As is mutually solid. 
Proof. We will show by contradiction that As has no mutually derived alge-
bras except the trivial one using x · y. Suppose there was a non-trivial As-term 
x EB y , which in turn produced a term t whose multiplication table was that· of 
the original operation ·. Note that we need to have t(4,0) = t(0,4) = 4. lt is 
easily seen that x EB y cannot be either x or y alone, so we assume that x ffi y is 
represented by a ·-word in x and y of length at least 2 ( and not just x · y) . 
Our next claim is that x EB y cannot be essentially unary; that is, the word for 
x EB y cannot involve only x's or only y 's. This is because the multiplication table 
of any such term would contain no 4's, making the desired term t impossible to 
achieve. ( Any occurrence of x · x or y · y eliminates all 4 's.) Thus the term x d3 y 
must correspond to a ·-word of length at least 3 (having ruled out x · y , x · x and 
y · y), using both x and y . 
Now consider the possible values of 4 EB 0 and 0 EB 4. The set { 0, 4, 3,} forms a 
subgroupoid of As, on which · is associative and commutative. Hence to evaluate 
4 EB 0 and 0 EB 4, we may express the x EB y word as (x · x · .. . x) (y ... y) or xayb, 
._,___,'----..----" 
a b 
for some a , b 2'. 1, with either a or b > 1. That is , either x · x or y · y must 
occur. This forces one of 4 EB 0 or 0 EB 4 to produce a 3 as an intermediate result 
in its evaluation. But from the · table property that 3 · d = d · 3 = 3 for any d, 
this intermediate 3 immediately forces the end result to be 3. Therefore, either 
4 EB 0 = 3 or 0 EB 4 = 3. 
We now have an x EB y table with the 3-row and the 3-column all 3's , and 
either 4 EB 0 = 3 or 0 EB 4 = 3. From this, we must produce a new term t having 
t(4,0) = t(0,4) = 4. We now see that such a t is impossible: any use of x EB y. 
x EB x or y ffi y in the EB-word fort causes one of t(4,0) or t(0 ,4) to produce an 
intermediate 3, which immediately propagates to the end result . • 
Corollary 2.4 Mutual solidity does not imply semisolidity. 
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This example also shows that a mutually solid variety may have subvarieties 
which are not mutually solid. Band examples in the next section will show that 
the same is true of semisolid varieties. 
Lemma 2.5 A ny intersection of solid or semisolid varieties of the same type is 
solid or semisolid, respectively. 
Proof. For solid varieties, see [5]. For semisolid, let Ua, a E X, be semisolid 
varieties all of the same type, and let W be a mutually derived variety of a 
subvariety Y of n Ua. Then W is a mutually derived variety of the subvariety 
o:EX 
Y ~ n Ua ~ Ua, so by semisolidity of Ua we have W ~ Ua, for each a E X. 
o:EX 
Hence W ~ n Ua as required. 
o:EX 
• 
This shows that the solid and semisolid varieties of a given type each form a 
lattice. lt is not known whether the same is true for mutually solid varieties. 
Lemma 2.6 Let V be a variety, and <r a choice of terms for V. The map 
dcr : U ~ dcr ( U) is an order-preserving join homomorphism from the lattice of 
subvarieties of V to the lattice of subvarieties of dcr (V). 
Proof. Let {A; : i E I} and {Bj : j E J} be generating sets for varieties 
U1 and U2 respecti vely. Then their union generates U1 V U2, so dcr ( U1 V U2) is 
generated by {dcr(Lh) : i E I} U {dcr(Bj) : j E J}. But also dcr(Ui) V d(!(U2 ) 
is generated by {dcr(A;) : i E I} U {dcr(Bj) : j E J}. This establishes that 
dcr(U1 V U2) = dcr(U1) V dcr(U2), and hence that the map dcr is order-preserving. • 
We will show by example in the next section that the map dcr does not preserve 
meets. 
The next lemma will help in describing the derivation diagram of a variety V. 
Lemma 2. 7 Let U, V and W be varieties of the same type. If U is a derived 
variety of W and W is a derived variety of V, then U is a derived variety of V. 
Proof. Let W = dcr(V) for some choice <r of V-terms, and U = dr(W) for 
some choice T of W-terms. Then U is generated by {dr(A) : A E W}, and W 
is generated by {dcr(B) : B E V} so that U is generated by {dr(dcrB) : B E 
V}. Since algebras in W use terms of V as their fundamental operations, it is 
clear that any W term can be expressed as a V-term. Thus the choice r of W-
terms corresponds to a choice v( T) of V-terms. This shows that for any B E V, 
dr(dcr(B)) = dv(r)(B). Hence U is in fact dv(r)(V), a derived variety of V. • 
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Let U and V be varieties not mutually derived from each other. U will 
be called a derivative of V of order one if for every variety W, the following 
implication holds: if U is a derivative of Wand W is a derivative of V. then W 
is mutually derived from either U or V. A series of derived varieties Vi --> Vi --> 
Vi --> . .. is a sequence of varieties, each of which is a derivative of order one of 
the previous one. 
Definition 2.8 Given a variety V, the derivation diagram of V is a directed 
graph whose vertices are the derived varieties of V. Two vertices U and U/ are 
joined by an arc W --> U, labelled by a choice 17 of terms of V, if d,,.(W) = U, 
and U is a derivative of W of order 1 or is mutually derived from W. A vertex 
W also has a loop W ~ W labelled by a non-trivial choice 17 if d,,.(W) = W. 
For practical reasons it may be necessary to simplify a derivation diagram. 
This can be clone by deleting an arc with a label 17 if there is already an arc with 
this label in the diagram, and no information is lost. 
In the next section we present derivation diagrams for some varieties of semi-
groups. 
3 Mutually Solid and Semisolid Varieties of Bands 
In this section we look at the concepts of mutual solidity and semisolidity as they 
apply to varieties of bands. We also give derivation diagrams for some varieties 
of bands. 
Bands are idempotent semigroups; that is, algebras of type < 2 > satisfying 
associativity and the idempotent law x2 = x. The lattice of all varieties of bands 
was completely described by Birjukov [2], Fennemore [7], and Gerhard [8]. The 
picture of the lattice shown in Diagram 1 below is due to Gerhard and Petrich 
[9]. 
There are a countably infinite number of varieties of bands, each equationally 
defined by associativity, idempotence, and one additional identity. In this section, 
we will use the notation V( u = v) for the variety of bands determined by the 
additional identity u = v. An important feature of the lattice is its symmetry 
about a center column of seif-dual varieties. Each variety V = V( u = v) not 
on the center column has a dual, Vd = V( ud = vd) -=f V ( where ud is just the 
right-to-left dual of u ); a variety V on the center column has V = Vd. 
Another key observation about bands is that any variety of bands has at most 
six binary terms. These terms can be described, using words on the alphabet 
{x,y} and f(x,y) = xy as the fundamental operation, as x , y , xy, yx , xyx and 
yxy. This makes it easier to work out all the derived varieties of a given variety 
of bands. 
Lemma 3.1 Let V be a variety of bands , and !et 17 be the choice of binary term 
t(x , y) = yx. Then d,,.(V) = Vd. and is a mutually derived variety of V. 
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Proof. lt is clear that for any algebra A in V, <A:__xy> and <A;yx> are 
mutually derived algebras, and <A; yx> is in Vd. • 
As a corollary of this, we get 
Theorem 3.2 IJ V is a variety of bands which zs not seif-dual, then V zs not 
mutually solid or semisolid. 
Theorem 3.3 lf V is a seif-dual variety of bands, then V is both mutually solid 
and semisolid. 
Proof. We must show that for any subvariety U of V, all mutually derived 
varieties of U are contained in V. To do this we must identify which of the six 
possible derived varieties of U are mutually derived from U. The derived varieties 
correspond to du;(U) for the six possible binary terms (J"i of U: (J" 1(x,y) = x, 
a2(x,y) = y, (J"3(x,y) = xy, (J"4 (x,y) = yx, (J"s(x,y) = xyx and (J"6(x,y) = yxy. 
For du, ( U) to be mutually derived, we must be able to obtain the U fundamental 
operation, a3(x, y) = xy, as a term when (}"; is used as the new fundamental 
operation. We can easily check that (}"1 and (}"2 yield as terms only x and y. The 
variety du3 ( U) is of course U, and from Lemma 3.1, du4 ( U) = Ud; both of these 
are mutually derived. 
Note that for U ~V= Vd, we have U,Ud both contained in V. Finally. (J"s 
and (}"6 each yield only the terms x, y, xyx and yxy. Thus U has only the two 
mutually derived varieties, both contained in V. • 
This shows that for varieties of bands, semisolidity and mutual solidity co-
incide with self-duality. This result also provides us with examples of varieties 
which are semisolid but not solid: it is known (see [18]) that only four of the 
countably infinite chain of self-dual band varieties are solid. 
We turn now to the question of finding the derivation diagram of a given 
variety V of bands. For this we must be able to identify the variety du, (V) for 
each of the six possible (}"; listed above. However, this is made more difficult by 
the fact that if V is an arbitrary variety of bands (or other kind of semigroups), 
its derived varieties need not be semigroup varieties. This is because not all band 
or semigroup terms satisfy associativity. For example, the term t( x, y) = xyx 
does not satisfy t(t(x,y),z) = t(x,t(y,z)) in the variety B of all bands, so d1(B) 







Figure 1: Diagram l: The lattice of proper varieties of bands 
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A variety of type <2> in which every binary term satisfies the associative law is 
called a hyperassociative variety. (Such a variety then satisfies the associative law 
as a hyperidentity.) Hyperassociative varieties of semigroups have been studied in 
[3], [5], [14] and [18]. From [18] we know that there are exactly thirteen varieties 
of bands which are hyperassociative. These are the thirteen subvarieties of the 
variety RegB of regular bands. These thirteen varieties have been labelled in 










V(x = y ), the variety of trivial bands; 
V(xy = x), the variety of left zero bands, with its dual,RZ; 
V(xy = yx), the variety of commutative bands; 
V ( xy x = x), the variety of rectangular bands; 
V(xyz = xzy), the variety of left normal bands, with dual RN; 
V(xyzw = xzyw), the variety of normal bands; 
V(xy = xyx), with dual \f;d; 
V(xyz = xyxz), with dual V/; 
V(xyzx = xyxzx), the variety of regular bands. 
The variety T R of trivial bands has only one binary term. x( = y ), and its 
derivation diagram is just 
X 
TR 
The varieties LZ and RZ play a special role in derivation diagrams. They 
each have only two binary terms, x and y, since xy = x in LZ and xy = y in RZ . 
For A E LZ, we have ay(A) E RZ, and dually. And for any algebra A =<A, xy> 
of type <2>, ax(A) is in LZ and ay(A) is in RZ. Thus LZ and RZ will be 
deri ved varieties of every type <2> variety. 










Theorem 3.5 Let V be either of the varieties S L or RB. Then V has the 
Jollowing derivation diagram (where xy = yx when V = SL): 
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V f) xy,yx 
;/y~ 
LZ Cf C() RZ 
X X y 
Proof. The variety SL has only the three binary terms x, y, and xy, and its 
diagram is clear. The variety RB has the one additional term yx. We have seen 
that dx(RB) = LZ, dy(RB) = RZ, and from Lemma3.l, dyx(RB) = RBd =RB . 
• 
Theorem 3.6 Let V be either of the varieties LN or Vi. Then V and its dual 
have the derivation diagram 




LZ y RZ 
X cJ ------,X,----- C() y 
Proof. As always dx(V) = LZ, dy(V) = RZ, and dxy(V) = V. From Lemma 
3.1, dyx(V) = Vd. • 
The remaining subvarieties of RegB (NB, Vi, V2d , and RegB) all have all six 
possible binary terms. The diagram obtained for each depends on whether the 
variety is self-dual or not. 
Theorem 3. 7 The variety NB of normal bands has the derivation diagram 
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NB 
6J xy, yx 




LZ y RZ 
X cJ ____ X __ _ 
' and the variety RegB of regular bands has a similar derivation diagram , with 
LN and RN replaced by Vi and Vi respectively. 
Proof. The only new claim here for NB is dxyx(N B) = LN and dually 
dyxy(N B) = RN. Since the term xyx satisfies both associativity and idem-
potence, dxyx(N B) is a variety of bands. We will show that xyx satisfies the 
identity for LN but not those for LZ or SL. to conclude that dxyx (N B) =LN. 
So consider the substitution of t(x, y) = xyx in the LN identity xyz = xzy . 
The left hand side yields t(t(x, y), z) = xyxzxyx, while the right hand side yield 
(t(t(x,z),y) = xzxyxzx; in the variety NB, these are both equal to xyzx. How-
ever, substituting t in the LZ and SL identities xy = x and xy = yx yields the 
identities xyx = y and xyx = yxy, neither of which holds in NB. 
For RegB, we need only verify that dxyx(RegB) = Vi and dually, dyxy(RegB = 
Vid). 
Substitution of xyx for t in the Vi identity t( x, y) = t( t( x, y), x) yields the 
identity xyx = xyxxxyx, which holds in any band variety. However , the LN 
identity t(t(x,y),z) = t(t(x ,z )y) yields xyxzxyx = xzxyxzx, which does not 
hold as an identity in RegB. • 
Theorem 3.8 The variety Vi and its dual have the derivation diagram 
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--
xy yx f;Jxy d 
Vi CJ V2 yx 
yxy xyx 
xyx yxy 




LZ y RZ 
xcJ X 
Proof. Combined with the previous results, it will suffice to prove that 
dxyx(Vi) = Vi, and dually. As we have seen in Theorem 3.9, using xyx for t 
in the Vi identity t(x,y) = t(t(x,y),x) yields an identity which holds in any 
band variety. Hence dxyx(Vi) ~ Vi. But substitution in the LN identity gives 
xyxzxyx = xzxyxzx; in Vi this reduces to xyzyx = xzyzx, which does not hold 
in Vi. Thus dxyx(Vi) i LN, giving dxyx(Vi) = Vi. The dual results are obtained 
similarly. • 
In Lemma 2.6 in the previous section we showed that the map d„ preserves 
joins of varieties. Our band examples now show that d„ does not preserve meets. 
Consider the choice CJ = xyx. We have seen that d„(Vi n V2d) = d„(N B) = LN, 
while d„(Vi)n d„(V/) = Vi n Vi = Vi. 
4 Derived Algebras of p-groups 
As was noted earlier, not every binary term t of a semigroup <A; xy> satisfies 
the associative law. Thus the derived algebra <A; t> may be a groupoid which is 
not a semigroup. In this section we will explore what kinds of groupoids can be 
obtained as derived or mutually derived algebras, starting from a cyclic p-group. 
Theorem 4.1 Let t be a binary term of some semigroup A =<A; xy> , for which 
B =< A; t > is mutually derived from A. lf B is neither equal to A nor anti-
isomorphic to A , then A satisfies the identity 
x2+i = x2 
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f or some f 2': 1. 
Proof. Using the A-term t for the fundamental operation of B means that 
every term function of B can be represented as a term function of A. In particular, 
since A can also be derived from B, xy can be obtained in this way. That is, we 
have an identity of the form 
for some n 2': 1, k;, f; 2': 0. 
If B is just A, or B is anti-isomorphic to A (i.e., if t is xy or yx ), this identity 
is trivial. Otherwise we have kt + ft + ... + kn + fn > 2, and we may write 
kt + ft + ... + kn + ln = 2 + f, for some f 2': 1. The substitution y = x then gives 
x2+e = x2 
as an identity holding in A. • 
As a corollary of this proof, we obtain: 
Corollary 4.2 lf the group A has a non-trivial, non-anti-isomorphic mutually 
derived algebra, then A is of finite exponent. 
The next results deal with mutually derived groupoids of cyclic abelian groups. 
For convenience we adopt an additive notation for the group's fundamental op-
eration. We also use the notation ( a, b) for the greatest common divisor of two 
numbers a and b. 
Theorem 4.3 Let G =< G; + > be a cyclic group of order pn, where p is a 
prime number and n 2': 1. Let H =< G; EB > be a derived groupoid of G. lf 
x ffi y = kx + fy for some natural numbers k,f such that (k,pn) = 1, (f,pn) = 1 
and either k + f, is a primitive root of pn or p divides k + f, then H is mutually 
derived from G. 
Proof. Let x EB y = kx + fy, with (k,pn) = 1 and (f,pn) = 1. 
Case 1: Suppose k + e is a primitive root of pn. Then k + e, (k + f) 2 , •.. , (k + 
f)'P(Pn) represents the cyclic group of units modulo pn. Since k is also a unit with 
k'P(Pn)-t as inverse, we have k'P(Pn)-t = (k+f) 3 for some number s, 1 ::; s::; <p(pn). 
Then x EB x = (k + f)x, (x EB x) EB (x EB x) ·= (k + f) 2 x, and so on, and hence 
k<p(pn)-tx = (k + erx is a term o-(x) of H, with ko-(x) = X. Similarly, there 
is a term r(x) of H with ET(x) = x. These combine to produce the H-term 
o-(x) EB r(y) = ko-(x) + fr(y) = x + y. Thus < G, + > is derived from < H, EB >, 
making these mutually derived algebras. 
Case 2: Suppose p divides k + e. Then (k + e)n = O mod pn, and there is a 
term t(x) of H such that t(x) = (k + e)nx = 0. Then X EB t(x) is a term of H, 
and kx = x EB t(x). From this we can forma term o-(x) = k'P(Pn)-tx. Similarly, 
we can construct a term r( x) and as in Case 1, show that x + y is obtained as a 
term of H. • 
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Theorem 4.4 Let G =< G; + > be a cyclic group of order pn , where p is a 
prime number and n 2 1. !f H =< G; EB > is mutually derived from G, then 
x EB y = kx + f.y for some natural numbers k,f. for which (k,pn) = 1, (f,pn) = 1 
and either k + f. is a primitive root of pn or p divides k + f.. 
Proof. Let H =< G; Ef! > be mutually derived from G. Suppose that (k,pn) 
is not 1, so that p divides k. Let t(x,y) be any term of <G; Ef! >. Then t(x,O) = 
mx, for some number m 2 0. We show by induction that p must divide m. 
For the basic operation s(x, 0) = x EB 0 = kx, we have p divides k. Assuming 
the claim to be true for terms t 1(x, 0) = m 1x and t 2 (x, 0) = m 2x, we have 
t(x, 0) = ti(x, 0) EB t2(x, 0) = km 1x + f.m 2x = (km1 + fm 2)x, with p dividing 
km1 + fm2. 
Now since G and H are mutually derived, the term x + y is one of the terms 
t(x,y). Therefore x = x + 0 = t(x,O) = mx, with p dividing m . This is a 
contradiction. 
Now suppose that neither k + e is a primitive root of pn nor p divides k + f.. 
Then ( k + f.)m is congruent to 1 mod pn for some m with m < r.p(pn ). We then 
have that x = (k + t.rx and ((k + f.)m - 1 )x = O. which contradicts that fact 
• that G is of order pn. • 
We next use the information from Theorem 4.4 to examine what kinds of 
groupoids are obtained as mutually derived algebras for p-groups. Recall that 
a quasigroup is a groupoid ( G; xy) in which for any two elements a, b of G, the 
equations ax = b and ya = b each have exactly one solution. More information 
about quasigroups may be found in [6]. We shall need the following definitions , 
also from [6]. 
Let <G; • > and <H;*> be two quasigroups. An ordered triple (O,r.p,a) of 
bijections 0. r.p, and a of G onto His called an isotopism of <G; •> onto <H: *> 
if O(x · y) = r.p(x) * a(y) for all x,y in G. <H;*> is then called an isotope of 
<G; •>. . 
Now let <G; •> be a quasigroup, and let r.p, a be bijections of G onto G. The 
isotope <G; 0 > defined by x 0 y = r.p(x) · a(y) is called a principal isotope of 
<G: •>. 
We note that a derived algebra of a cyclic group <Gp; +> of prime order need 
not be a quasigroup. For example , <G5 ; +> has a derived algebra <G5 ; x EB y = 
3x> in which 3Ef! x = 2 has no solution. However, we do have the following result. 
Theorem 4.5 Every mutually derived algebra of a cyclic group <G; +> of order 
pn, where p is a prime and n 2 1, is a medial and non-idempotent quasigroup. 
Proof. Let <G; EB> be a mutually derived algebra of the cyclic group <G; +> 
of order pn. From Theorem 4.4, X EB y = kx + f.y for some k, e 2 1 and ( f., pn) 
= 1 and k + e is not congruent to 1 mod p. We define maps r.p , a on G by r.p( x) 
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= kx and a(x) = fx . Both maps are bijections in this ~~se. and <G; ffi > is the 
associated principal isotope of the quasigroup <G; +>. But from [6, p.24], every 
principle isotope of a quasigroup is a quasigroup. 
For mediality, we have 
(x ffi y) ffi (z ffi w) k(kx + fy) + f(kz + fw) 
k2 + kfy + fkz + f 2 w 
k(kx + fx) + f(ky + fw) 
(x ffi z) ffi (y ffi w). 
For idempotence, suppose that X ffi X = x, and hence (k + f)x = X. If k + e 
is a primitive root of pn, then k + f is not congruent to 1 mod pn and hence 
(k + f)x is not ' equal to x. If p divides k + f then x = 0. Both cases thus yield 
contradictions. • 
Theorem 4.6 Every groupoid which is mutually derived from an abelian group 
is a medial and non-idempotent quasigroup. 
Proof. Let A be an abelian group, and B be mutually derived from A with 
x ffi y = ,\x + µy. If B is not isomorphic to A itself, then by Corollary 4.2 A must 
be of finite exponent. This means that A is a direct product of cyclic groups A; 
of prime power orders (see for instance [15,5.1.12]. Then for each A; of order p;1•, 
we define x ffi i y = k;x + liy, where k; = ,\ mod pf; and f; = µ mod pf'. This 
produces subgroupoids Bi = <Ä;; EBi> of order p~;, which by Theorem 4.5 are 
medial, non-idempotent quasigroupoids. B is then the direct product of these 
B;, completing the proof. • 
5 Examples of 3-element Groupoid Derivations 
In this section we present two examples in which we determine all the derived 
algebras of a given 3-element groupoid. For each, we give a derivation diagram, 
analogous to the derivation diagrams for varieties described above. A key tool 
is the recent enumeration and classification by Berman and Burris ( [l]) of all 
possible 3-element groupoids. Thus we can identify each of the derived groupoids 
obtained by its Berman-Burris number. The cyclic group <G3 ; +> of order 3, 
for example, is #2124. 
Example 5.1 <G3 ; +>, the cyclic group of order 3. 
This group has nine binary terms, x, y, 2x, 2y, x + y, 2x + y, x + 2y, 2x + 2y , 
and 3x , with corresponding nine derived groupoids on G3 = {O, 1, 2}. From 
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, we know that only <G3 ; x + 2y> and <G3 ; 2x + y> are 







<G3; +> = #2124 
X+ 2y 2x + y 












DIAGRAM 2: Derived groupoids of <G3 ; +>. 
Example 5.2 Murski's groupoid. 
Murski's groupoid is the 3-element groupoid < {O, 1, 2}; • > with operation 
table given by • 0 1 2 , and it appears as #35 in the Berman-Burris enu-
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
2 0 2 2 
meration. lt is non-associative, since (l • 2) • l = 0 while l • (2 • 1) = 1. lt is the 
smallest groupoid which is not fi.nitely based (see [11], p.386.) lt has 11 terms , 
which we list here with their corresponding derived groupoid number. 
xy, #35 yx, #58 
(xx)y, #9 (yy)x, #55 
x(yy ), #29 y(xx ), #6 
(xx)(yy) , #3 
x 2 • #27 y2 , #1045 
X , #275 y, #2079 
We can then work out the terms of each of these derived groupoids (still based 
on the original fundamental operation), and whether any of them are derived from 
any others. For example, #9 and #55 have terms x, y , x 2 y , y2 x, x 2 , y 2 and x 2 y 2 , 
while #29 and #6 have x, y , xy 2 , yx2 , x 2 , y2 , and x 2 y2 . Hence #29 cannot be 
derived from #9, and vice versa. Of course, each pair of groupoids listed on the 
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same line above are mutually derivable. 
Compiling this information, we obtain the following diagram for the derived 
groupoids of Murski's groupoid. 
yx 
#55 0 0 #58 
yx 
x(y ) y(xx) 
yx yx 
#9 0 0 #35 #29 0 0 #6 
yx yx (~~y) 
0 #3 
;/yx~ 




#275(LZP o #2079(RZ) 
xy 
DIAGRAM 3: Derived groupoids of Murski's groupoid. 










0 #27 #1045 
X 
0 #275 #2079 
DIAGRAM 4: Derivation diagram modulo mutual derivation. 
Note that Diagram 3 illustrates a series of derived algebras 1 #35 - #9 -
#3 - #27 - #275. 
We note here that there are other variations one might consider on these ideas. 
For example1 Denecke and Koppitz in [4] have introduced the idea of pre-solid 
varieties, that is varieties for which all derived varieties obtained by using non-
projection terms are still contained in the variety. Obviously one can generalize 
our concepts to cover those cases related to pre-solidity. 
6 Derived Algebras and McKenzie's Theory of 
Types 
In [12] an algebra A is called abelian if for every natural number n and every 
n-ary term function t of A, and for all u, v, xi, ... 1 Xn-1 1 Y1 1 .. . Yn-11 the following 
equivalence holds: 
t(u,x1 1 . .. ,Xn-1) = t(u1y1,·· · 1Yn-1) 
iff t(v,x1, ... ,Xn-d = t(v,y1,···1Yn-d· 
Lemma 6.1 A derived algebra d( A) of an abelian algebra A is abelian. 
1 
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition and the fact that a term 
function of d( A) is also a term function of A. • 
17 
We note that the equivalence defining abelian algebras can also be considered 
as an ·implication of hyperidentities . 
Definition 6.2 Let A be an algebra and a and ß congruence relations of A with 
a ::::; ß. ß is abelian over a if for every natural number n , every n-ary term 
function t of A, and for all (u,v) in a and (x 1,yi), ... (xn,Yn) in ß, the following 
equivalence holds: 
"' ' t(u,x1„. „Xn_i) = t(u,y1, .. „Yn-d 
iff t( V, Xi, . .. , Xn_t) ~ t( V, Yt, ... , Yn-1 ). 
Definition 6.3 Let A be an algebra, let lA. be the total relation and OA. the 
identity relation on A. A is solvable if there exists a finite chain of congruences 
a 0 ::::; a 1 ::::; ... ::::; O'n such that ao = ÜA_, O'n = lA_, and O'i+t is abelian over O'i for 
i < n. 
Lemma 6.4 A derived algebra d(A) of a solvable algebra A is solvable. 
Proof. Every congruence relation of Ais also a congruence relation on d(A). 
Hence there exists a finite chain of congruences a 0 ::::; a 1 ::::; ... ::::; O'n as in the 
algebra A. lf O'i+t is abelian over O'i in A then O'i+t is abelian over a; in d(A) , 
because every term function of d(A) is also a term function of A. • 
As an example, let <Q; o> be a quasigroup which is derived from a solvable 
group < Q; · >. Then < Q; · > is solvable. For example, the groupoid < C3; o > 
where xoy = 2x + 2y is an abelian algebra; see Section 3. 
In the proofs of the previous two Lemmas, one could also use an argument 
based on snags, as in [12, p.113): if A contains no 1-snag (2-snag) then neither 
does d(A) . 
Derived algebras behave well with respect to types of algebras. This can be 
observed for the theory of types developed in [16), as well as for the theory of types 
of Hobby and McKenzie in (12). In the first case it is easy to see that a subclone 
P(d(A)) of polynomial functions preserves all the relations which characterizes 
the clone P(A) of polynomial functions of A. lf 'a finite algebra is of one of the 
types 0, L, C, Z, or R, then a derived algebra is of the same type. 
In the second case it can be observed that an algebra derived from one of type 
a will be ·of type ß if in the lattice of types ([12, p.72)) ß::::; a. Therefore the 
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